The Museum of Total History

[Higher]

What’s the Big Idea?
The National Lottery are paying for a new museum dedicated to world
history. This will be built just off the M180. They need to know what
to put in it.
You have to choose one person / invention / event and explain why
they should go into the museum.
The key issue is HOW
SIGNIFCANT WERE THEY.

Due in for_________________________________ [Higher]

Task 1
Pick a person / invention / event etc that you think deserves to go into the museum. It
should be something that had a really big effect on the people / time in which it
happened.
My topic is_________________________________________________________
Task 2
The project you give will depend on what level you want. Think about:




What they changed about life then and in the future.
How many people were affected by the change?
How long were they affected – was it just then or are we still affected by
this?

Low level Response
You need to explain two or more consequences of any event, person etc.
e.g.

Why did the RAF win the Battle of Britain?
How did the invention of fire change humans?
How did Germ theory change health?
How important was the invention of plastic?

Middle Level Response
You need to explain two plus consequences and come up with a conclusion which
begins to show what was the most important consequence.
e.g.

Who benefited most from the British Empire?
What was the most important reason life got better for people in Victorian
cities?
Was William Wilberforce / Oliver Cromwell a hero for everyone?

High Level Reposne
In level 8 your analysis must be deeper and fuller. Your analysis which does one of
the following:
Explain, exactly, who the winners and losers of a change were.
[e.g. Who won and who lost because of the Black Death]
Explain which reason was the most important and why others were less important.
[e.g. why the Naval Blockade was more important than the role of the army in
winning World War One]
Explain how far a change had affected a range of different people.
[e.g. How far have women become equal with men in the C20th?]
Explain how different groups of people would see events in different ways and were
affected in different ways? [Was William Wilberforce a hero to everyone?]

YOU CAN NOT do a project about COMPUTERS OR PHONES
[So go and do some real history and stop complaining].

